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PUBLIC ACCESS TO REDOUBT FALLS FISHERY IN JE0PARDY
By Andrew Miller
Public access to Redoubt
Falls, the nearest subsistence
sockeye stream to Sitka,
could be lost by as early as
next year if a pending conveyance to Sealaska Corporation goes through. The
Sitka Conservation Society
has been coordinating an
effort to keep this treasured
spot in public hands, but
the work is not over and
your help is needed.
Well over a hundred Sitka
families fill their freezers
with fish caught from the
banks at Redoubt Falls
every summer. Under
A dipnetter on the banks at Redoubt Falls. This site is slated to be conveyed to Sealaska Corp.
Sealaska policy, anyone
who is not a Sealaska shareholder would need special permission to continue to access this fishing
spot. Sealaska also could sell the property and public access would be lost forever.
Sealaska claimed 11 acres immediately adjacent to Redoubt Falls as a “historical site” under the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act in 1975, but the conveyance was held up for decades by private
claims to the property. All private claims have now been resolved, and the Bureau of Land Management is in the final stages of the conveyance process.
If the Redoubt Falls site met the definition of “historical site” under ANCSA, and there were
graves, petroglyphs or archeological evidence to suggest it was an important cultural site to Alaska
Natives, the Sitka Conservation Society would be sensitive to the Sealaska claim. However, Forest
Service archeological reports show no evidence of a seasonal fish camp, nor any historical Native
inhabitation on the site. Instead, archeological reports reveal the 11 acres claimed by Sealaska to
contain one of the most intact Russian archeological sites in North America.
SCS has submitted legal memos to the Forest Service and
Continued on next page

A mother bear leads two cubs across the Forest Service fish weir at Redoubt Falls.

REDOUBT

Continued from front page

BLM arguing the site does not
meet the legal definition of “historical,” and that a “fisheries
exception” in the code, which
requires the Secretary of Interior
to prevent conveyances which
“could” result in the harm to a
fish population or fisheries management, should prevent the
conveyance.
The “fisheries exception”
would seemingly make the Redoubt selection an open-and-shut
case given that the Forest Service
manages a fish weir on the site

and the Forest Service needs to
access the area for a fish enhancement project at Redoubt Lake.
Unfortunately, the BLM has yet
to be persuaded a conveyance
could impact the Redoubt fishery
or management of it.
SCS is continuing its effort to
persuade decision makers, and
could use your help with letters to
the editor and letters to officials in
the BLM and Forest Service. Please
contact the Sitka Conservation
Society office for more information on how to help.
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By Justin Overdevest
A conversation about sustainability generally weaves through
so many layers of ethics, carbon
footprints, international policy,
buying behaviors, and various
economics that whatever the
topic it generally leaves us either
felling frustrated, confused, or
convinced that we cannot make
a difference.
Community sustainability is
the antidote. Acting locally
does make an impact and often
times a tangible one. The range
of opportunities to act varies
considerably. It can be as small
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as a garden patch or a different
purchase at the store, but generally it is a mix of actions and
behaviors.
As a starting point, it is important to assess the basics, like food,
water, and waste, for ways that
these areas can create greater selfreliance and a lighter impact on
the environment. Rather than
seeing garbage as something to
dispose and barge off the island,
we should see it as an opportunity
to create compost or even energy,
giving us a positive use rather than
one that pollutes further.
Continued on page 4

MARCEL LaPERRIERE
NAMED NEW SCS
BOARD PRESIDENT
By Zia Brucaya
The Sitka Conservation
Society is pleased to introduce our new board president Marcel LaPerriere.
Marcel is an accomplished
sailor, scuba diver, and a
Sitka business owner who
has been an SCS member
since 2003.
Marcel and his wife
Connie moved to Southeast Alaska in 1982 in pursuit of a shared dream,
and they knew instantly
that they wanted to
spend the rest of their
lives here. They moved to
Sitka in 2003, where
Continued on page 6

CARNIVOROUS
PLANTS THRIVE IN
TONGASS MUSKEGS
$[6JQOCU9CTF
There is a charismatic group of
plants living in our forests and
muskegs. They fascinate school
kids, and serve as muse for science fiction writers.
Carnivorous plants are the
flesh-slurping oddballs of the ecological community, and they
thrive in places where others struggle. Poor soil quality or freshly disturbed areas are places
where they might find an opportunity.
The terrain of Southeast features both qualities. Deglaciation
leaves ponds devoid of vegetation where the sundews and
butterworts might claim a niche.
But the real trove of these species is in our muskegs.
The acidic soil environment
created by decomposing peat is
an ideal environment for carnivore plants. They compensate
for lack of soil nutrients by supplementing their diets. Our expedition to West Chichagof –
Yakobi Wilderness in June documented four species.
Most common were Pinguicula
vulgaris, the common butterwort
or bog violet, which secretes digestive enzymes from a rosette of
basal leaves, and sports a purple
flower; and the round-leafed sundew, Drosera rotundifolia,
whose sticky glands catch crawling insects and spiders.
Two less-seen species also
caught the attention of our botanists. The long-leafed sundew
has an upright leaf to lure flies
buzzing over the water. SpecContinued on page 5

Nic Mink leads a Salmon Tours group in ANB Harbor.

SITKA SALMON TOURS FOLLOW FISH
FROM THE FOREST TO THE PLATE
By Andrew Miller
This summer the Sitka Conservation Society’s new outreach program Sitka Salmon
Tours has provided a behindthe-scenes look at Sitka's relationship to salmon and sustainable fisheries. It is a program
unique in Alaska and the
nation.
In daily personalized walking tours, participants see salmon, think salmon, and eat
salmon, as Nicolaas Mink, an
environmental studies professor at Illinois’ Knox College, walks visitors through
the salmon life cycle from the
braided streams of the Tongass National Forest to the

plates of Sitka’s restaurants and
beyond.
Some days visitors receive
guided tours of Indian River, a
salmon stream with a spawning run that usually tops
100,000 fish; Sheldon Jackson
Hatchery, Alaska’s first nonprofit hatchery that rears 15
million salmon every year; and
Crescent and ANB Harbors,
where many of Sitka’s historic
boats dock.
Other days visitors walk
down Katlian Street to hear the
story of one of Sitka’s many
processors, and veer inside for
processor tours at Absolute
Fresh, a custom processor that
Continued on page 5
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SUMMER BOTANY WORK ADDS TO SCIENTIFIC RECORD
By Andrew Miller
To someone who has not
made a life out of studying
plants, the two rare species of
moonwart ferns found by Sitka
Conservation Society botanist
Kitty LaBounty in the West
Chichagof Wilderness Area in
June may not seem like anything special. To a casual observer, the small green plants probably are not the most eyecatching or exotic looking, but
LaBounty said they are exactly
what SCS is looking for when it
sends scientists into the field.
The primary goals of the SCS
surveys are to find rare plants
and invasive plants. SCS keeps
a database of species found
throughout the Tongass National Forest, which gets updated
with each research trip. The
SCS research supplements work
done by Forest Service scientists
and increases the available information for researchers every-

SCS researchers plot a course in the West Chichagof Wilderness Area.
where.
Moonwart samples collected
this summer were sent to Iowa
to be studied by a specialist.
Other pressed samples from
research trips frequently end
up at a herbarium in California, and LaBounty has brought

mosses she collected to a bryophyte working group in Oregon.
Located about 60 air miles
from Sitka and subject to volatile
coastal weather patterns, West
Chichagof Wilderness Area is an
expensive and weather dependContinued page 7

SUSTAINABILITY continued from page 2
For energy, it means starting
with how to use less, not by
sacrificing but by making better
decisions whether that is unplugging phantom charges or making weatherization retrofits.
And rather than importing
energy from distant locations,
we should find ways to generate more energy from local
renewable sources that also
offer great job opportunities.
Solutions are most often going to come from the bottom
up because the individual context for a community requires
specifically tailored solutions.
For instance, solar and wind
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might be appropriate solutions
for other parts of the state, but
here in Sitka those are not
viable options.
As a result, community sustainability looks like a mosaic
requiring collaboration, local
government buy-in, community-led efforts and changes to
individual behavior. Sometimes these conversations are
not easy. And while we might
be told that these types of
changes are purely sacrifice,
nothing could be further from
the truth. Often community
sustainability projects encourage a new engagement with

neighbors and projects that rekindle craftsmanship, character,
and connection.
Our communities, particularly
in Southeast Alaska, are very
unique. They require placebased solutions. At SCS, we
look forward to being part of
the discussion on how to make
our communities stronger by
developing place-based solutions and participating in collaborative and innovative discussion at every level of the
community.
Justin was the SCS sustainable community asset
development intern

Carnivours

continued from page 3

Salmon

from page 3

works with the charter industry,
and Seafood Producer’s Cooperative, the nation’s largest
fisherman-owned cooperative.
“It all depends on what’s going on in the fishery that day,”
Mink said. “We really have to
be flexible. I like to tell people
that this is a working landscape,
but visitors have been fascinated
by hearing about the whole
thing, from our salmon streams
and trollers to our hatcheries
and our processors.”
Salmon Tours is a community
project with the Sitka Sound
Science Center, the Seafood
Drosera rotundifolia
Producers Cooperative, Absolwilderness steward in Southeast ute Fresh Seafoods, Two Chicks
On A Stick restaurant, Ludvig’s
Alaska.
Bistro, Alaska Hook and Line,
Thomas was an SCS summer
countless fishermen, fisheries
botany intern.
scientists, and many others
SCS Interns Bring Significant Experience experts who act as partners or
advisors.
By Andrew Miller
research trips.
The tour’s education and outThis year's Sitka ConservaJustin came to Sitka from
reach dovetails nicely with the
tion Society summer interns
Eugene, Oregon, where he reSitka Conservation Society’s
ranged from those with just
cently completed a Master's De- vision of community and envione year of college completed
gree in Sustainable Business
ronmental sustainability.
to those with Master's De-grees Practices at the University of
“We hope by telling the story
and years of practical experOregon. He also has an MA in of Sitka’s sustainable fisheries to
ience. Whether working in the landscape architecture.
the general public we can get
field, with other organizations
Tracy Gagnon, the food
people to understand why they
in town, or in the SCS office,
security and local food produc- want to support our commuthey all conribute to a very
tion intern, coordinated the
nity, our environment, and our
productive summer. The sumdevelopment of a Sitka 4H
economy by purchasing and
mer interns this year were
Club to teach traditional skills
protecting wild Alaskan salmon
Justin Overdevest, the
such as fishing, food preservareared here,” Mink said.
sustainable community asset
tion, and berry picking. She
Salmon Tours not only popdevelopment intern, worked
also worked at St. Peter's Fellow- ular with tourists this summer,
on energy and waste. He part- ship Farm and provided cook- but it also earned some national
icularly focused on an energy
ing and gardening resources
media attention. SCS plans to
efficieny loan program for
and workshops. Tracy has been build on the program in the
home retrofits and the feasihired on fulltime to continue
coming years and expand the
bilty of a waste to compost
much of the same work, includ- marketing to attract a broader
program. Justin also got into
ing on the salmon in the
spectrum of participants.
the field on a couple of SCS
Continued on page 7
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imens grow around White Sulphur Hot Springs, and one is
now in a pot at our botany
headquarters on Galankin
Island. Finally, a species of
Utricularia emerged from the
ponds above Lake Elfendahl.
Known as the bladderwort, it
uses inflated sacs below the
water’s surface that depressurize when triggered by invertebrates, and hoover up the
quarry.
We are lucky to have an
abundant community of these
lifeforms. Plant lovers from
other climates will venture
lengths to find isolated specimens. So when you see a
sticky glistening sundew clinging to the ground, count yourself thankful once more to be a

SCHOOL SALMON
PROGRAM GROWS
By Andrew Miller
For each of the last four years,
Sitka seventh graders have participated in a week-long ecology
project at Sitka’s Starrigavan Recreation Area, where they have
learned about wild salmon and
salmon habitat.
This coming school year, the salmon curriculum developed in
Sitka will be used by teachers
around Southeast Alaska thanks to
an Alaska Sustainable Salmon
Fund grant obtained by the Sitka
Conservation Society.
With the grant, SCS was able to
hire a team of Sitka teachers to
create a three-ring binder full of
lesson plans and worksheets about
wild salmon that meet state science education standards.
“It’s a cookbook formula for
teachers to teach about salmon,”
said SCS conservation solutions
coordinator Scott Harris, who is
meeting with teachers from
throughout Southeast to help
them implement the program.
Aside from providing educational materials, Harris said the
binder also provides information
on how to set up partnerships
with agencies like the Forest Service, which are essential if students
are going to get out into the field.
The salmon week program in
Sitka has been a great success
largely because it has many partners to provide resources and
expertise, Harris said.
The Forest Service was the original partnering agency. The National Park Service, Dept. of Fish
and Game, Army Corps of Engineers, and Trout Unlimited also
have partnered with SCS.
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Natalie Sattler helps out on a salmon week project.

MARCEL continued from page 2
Marcel worked for Sheldon
Jackson College as the Head of
Maintenance until the school
closed. He currently owns and
operates Southeast Cedar
Homes, a small contracting
company that specializes in custom construction and quality
woodwork.
Although Marcel has held
many jobs in his lifetime
(machinist, mechanic, and gym
owner to name a few), he
can't remember a time when
he wasn’t somehow connected with building. He demonstrates his conservation ethic
by building with green products and local woods as much
as possible, and mentoring
emerging builders to do the
same.
Shortly after moving to Alaska, Marcel became appalled
by the abuses of the corporate
timber industry on the environment and health of the

Tongass. To do his part in
response, he joined the
conervation movement within
a year of coming to Southeast.
Marcel considers SCS an
integral part of the community, and loves the way it is so
intertwined with Sitka at large.
He also has a soft spot for
SCS’s staff and board, who he
says, “are great people and the
kind of people I want to be
associated with.”
Ultimately, the most important thing in Marcel’s life is his
family; he and Connie have
been married for 39 years, and
feel lucky to live in the same
town as their son, his wife,
and their three children.
We are pleased that Marcel
continues to lend his passion
and expertise to our organization, and we extend a big
thanks for all that he has done
and continues to do for conservation in Southeast Alaska.

INTERNS continued from page 5
schools program.
Tracy was originally from
Nevada, but had been living in
Eugene, Oregon, where she
was an assistant instructor for
an urban farm course at the
University of Oregon. She also
worked on food-based education at the School Garden Project of Lane County.
Thomas Ward spent the
summer in the field as a botany
technician surveying plant species and collecting samples and
data on what is growing in
Southeast Wilderness Areas.
Thomas has an extensive
background in environmental
science and botany, most recently having worked as a
project manager for Demeter
Design in Nehalem, Oregon.
He has also worked as a biology tech for the Bureau of
Land Management, and as an
aquatics plant specialist for the
Chicago Botanical Garden. He
is a graduate of the University
of California-Berkeley.
Bitty Balducci, the energy

Science

efficiency communications intern, spent the summer working
with the city electrical department raising awareness of current and projected energy
needs and promoting ways to
reduce the electric load in Sitka.
Bitty recently graduated from
the University of Missouri, and
has accepted a one-year AmeriCorps position with SCS.
Helen Schnoes, the sustainable salmon/salmon tours
intern, is a recent graduate of
Knox College in Galesburg,
Illinois. She spent the summer
helping her former professor,
Nic Mink, get salmon tours off
the ground. This included both
working to market salmon
tours, and spending time at the
cruise docks talking to visitors
about Salmon Tours.
Elizabeth Cockrell, who
will be a senior this fall at Knox
College in Illinois, was the SCS
Tongass Wild Salmon Intern.
She worked on a collaborative
effort between SCS and the
Forest Service to promote a

number of on-going salmon
habitat restoration projects in
the Tongass. She also provided
some assistance with the
Salmon Tours program.
Sam Mulopulos, the environmental policy intern, spent
most of his time in the SCS
office writing letters to politicians and policy makers, advocating for positions supported
by SCS on a variety of environmental issues. Sam, who will
be a sophomore this fall at
Grinnell College in Iowa, also
assisted in the field on one SCS
research trip.
Bonnie Loshbaugh spent
much of the summer in the field
working on Forest Service
restoration projects as the SCS
Tongass Salmon Forest Resident.
Bonnie has a Master's in Marine
Affairs from the University of
Washington and prior background in communications and
marketing. She previously
worked in Washington for
People for Puget Sound and the
Center for Wooden Boats.

continued from page 4

ent place to send reearchers. It
is also a fairly unique place for
botanical research. For one, it
hasn’t been studied too much.
Additionally, it has an early
land fall on the Gulf of Alaska,
with intense uplifts on the
beaches making for rare beach
meadow habitat.
The June research trip to
West Chichagof was one of at
least a half dozen SCS is organizing this summer thanks to
funding from the National
Forest Foundation. This is the

third summer SCS has gotten
NFF funding for the studies.
LaBounty said SCS focuses
most of its research on places
where there are few or no prior
collections or where the prior
records reveal interesting and
rare species. She said recent
glacier history is also something
to consider.
SCS has been focusing its
studies on Wilderness Areas to
assist in the Forest Service’s 10year Wilderness Stewardship
Challenge, which aims to bring

all Wilderness Areas to a
minimum stewardship level by
2014. LaBounty said Wilderness is also an attractive area
for research because it has had
limited human contact and
may say more about how
habitats are changing than lessprotected areas.
“Wilderness is not this static
area. It is always changing so
we should expect to resurvey
and look at areas ever few
years,” she said.
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DOUBLE SALMON DESIGN FEATURED ON NEW T-SHIRT, BAG
By Andrew Miller
Sitka artist Rhonda Reaney created
the design for the new SCS T-shirt and
tote bag featuring a double salmon,
meant to represent the interconnectedness of the ocean environment and
the lands and waters of the Tongass.
Rhonda described the top salmon
as being full of life. The body incorporates human symbols with an eye
representing the nutrients the salmon
collects in the ocean.
The bottom salmon is ready to
spawn. Rhonda did not add life to
the fish other than the round eggs it
will lay to start a new life cycle. The
shape on its back represents the motion of the fish in the act of spawning.
The youngest of 11 children,
Rhonda grew up in an artistic family
and developed drawing skills at a
young age. She said her art is inspired
by values distilled in her by her mother and father. Her mother taught her
to take what you need and always
give back. Rhonda incorporates her
mother into every piece of art with a
simple, elegant cross.
SCS t-shirts and bags featuring
Rhonda’s design are available at the
SCS office or at www.sitkawild.org.

Rhonda Reaney models the t-shirt with her design.

The Sitka Conservation Society
Staff
Andrew Thoms, Executive Director
Scott Harris
Clarice Johnson Reid
Lexi Fish (out-going)
Tracy Gagnon (in-coming)
Zia Brucaya
Adam Andis
Andrew Miller
Bitty Balducci (AmeriCorps)

Board
Marcel LaPerriere (president)
Spencer Severson (vice
president)
Kitty LaBounty (treasurer)
Jack Ozment (secretary)
Richard Nelson
Steve Ash
Steve Fish
Marian Allen

Summer Staff
Justin Overdevest, Nic Mink (salmon tours), Thomas Ward, Elizabeth
Cockrell, Helen Shnoes, Bonnie Loshbaugh, Carrie Hisaoka
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Fish to Schools
Program to Return
The SCS Fish to School
program will be back this
fall, so remember to watch
the calendar and have
your kids buy a school
lunch on days when local
seafood is served. Please
contact SCS if you would
like to help with the program or to learn more.

SCS FOUNDERS RETRACE STEPS ON WILDERNESS TRIP

Chuck and Alice Johnstone (left) and Roger Dubrock (third from right) with an SCS crew.
By Andrew Thoms
In July, the Sitka Conservation
Society honored some of our
founding members in a West
Chichagof expedition that retraced the path of SCS’s original
West Chichagof Wilderness
advocacy trips. Joining SCS staff
were founding SCS members
Chuck and Alice Johnstone and
SCS’s first official board president, Roger Dubrock.
The expedition was both an
opportunity to collect baseline
monitoring data, document important oral history and local
knowledge from the West Chichagof area, and document and
preserve the rich legacy that
SCS’s founders have left for future generations.
The route was very similar to
those Chuck Johnstone and Jack
Calvin followed in the 1960s
and 70s when they introduced
visitors and specials guests to
West Chichagof on intimate
boat cruises through the area

that SCS proposed as Wilderness (but was slated to be logged). Guests were asked at the
end of the trips to go home
and tell people about the
area’s beauty and ecological
richness, and to ask their Congressional representatives to
designate the area as a Wilderness and save it from the pulp
mills.
Over time, these visitors —
many of whom had their lives
changed by their experience of
West Chichagof -- became a
tidal wave of support for Wilderness designation and the area
was saved. Because of those
efforts, we can continue to
enjoy this Wilderness area in its
pristine state today.
Expedition members traveled on Mike Nerco’s beautiful
vessel, the Nepenthe. We were
joined by documentary filmmaker Ben Hamilton, whose
role was to document the trip
and use the materials as part of

DVD extras for his film,
“Echoes of the Tongass,” which
tells the story of how SCS
came together and designated
the West Chichagof Wilderness. The film, and the extras,
will be available this fall.
This expedition was sponsored by the Sitka Conservation Society’s Living Wilderness Fund. That fund’s goals
are to honor the legacy that
SCS founders and conservationists have left throughout
the 45 years of SCS history
protecting the natural environmental of the Tongass.
The Wilderness Areas that
have been preserved represent
one of the most important
gifts that can be given to
future generations. The goals
of the Living Wilderness Fund
are to make sure that SCS’s
legacy and these efforts continue long into the future.
If you are interested in
Continued next page
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4H Volunteers Needed
We seeking families and adult leaders to
join an Alaska way-of-life 4H Club for the 20112012 school year. This 4H Club will offer
youth hands-on activities that foster community, learning, leadership, and giving through
programs on traditional skills and the outdoors. We hope to find adults who will
volunteer their time to teach youth participants about fishing, food preservation, gardening, wilderness survival, hunting, and other
Alaskan skills.

SCS Wishlist
If you have any of the following items that you
may be willing to donate to SCS, please let us
know!
-- canning jars
-- any other canning equipment
-- fishing rods
-- outdoor equipment for Groundtruthing work
-- Tongass books for SCS library
-- Large format frames
-- old buckets for composting

A joint SCS-Forest Service crew that did salmon
watershed restoration this summer at Nakwasina.

Founders

continued from page 9

learning how you can help the Living Wilderness
Fund, are interested in leaving a legacy gift, or
would like to be take part in a future trip to the
West Chichagof Wilderness, please contact
Andrew Thoms at the Sitka Conservation Society.
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